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Resveratrol in Health and Disease (Oxidative Stress and Disease)CRC Press, 2005

	Practicing evidenced-based medicine some 25 centuries ago, Hippocrates proclaimed "Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food." This advice parallels the common American saying, "You are what you eat," and is supported by a National Institute of Health recommendation to consume as many as eight servings of fruits...


		

Daniel Arbuckle's Mastering PythonPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Covers the latest and advanced concepts of Python such as parallel processing with Python 3.6
	
		Explore the Python language from its basic installation and setup to concepts such as reactive programming and microservices
	
		Get introduced to the mechanism for rewriting code in a...



		

Quality of Service: Delivering QoS on the Internet and in Corporate NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Quality of Service (QoS) is one of the most elusive, confounding, and confusing topics in
data networking today. Why has such an apparently simple concept reached such
dizzying heights of confusion? After all, it seems that the entire communications industry
appears to be using the term with some apparent ease, and with such common...





		

Reviews of Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology 157Springer, 2006

	E. Bettiol, S. Clement, K.H. Krause, and M.E. Jaconi: Embryonic and Adult Stem-Cell Derived Cardiomyocytes: Lessons from in vitro Models


	N. Toda, K. Ayajiki: Phylogenesis of Constitutively Formed Nitric Oxide in Non-Mammals


	S. Huang and J. Wikswo: Dimensions of Systems Biology


	S. C. Sinha and S.R. Sprang:...


		

Learning Heroku PostgresPackt Publishing, 2015

	Efficiently design, implement, and manage a successful PostgreSQL database with Heroku


	About This Book

	
		Manage and optimize your PostgreSQL database with Heroku Postgres
	
		Secure your database with rollback, followers and forks functionalities
	
		A step-by-step tutorial with...



		

Camptothecins in Cancer Therapy (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2005

	A critical review our current understanding of camptothecins, their shortcomings, and of the possibilities for improving their clinical performance. The authors discuss new camptothecin analog development, drug delivery issues for optimizing their anticancer activity, and their potential use in a variety of different cancers. Additional...






		

Distributed Multimedia Database Technologies Supported by MPEG-7 and MPEG-21CRC Press, 2003
A multimedia system needs a mechanism to communicate with its environment, the Internet, clients, and applications. MPEG-7 provides a standard metadata format for global communication, but lacks the framework to let the various players in a system interact. MPEG-21 closes this gap by establishing an infrastructure for a distributed multimedia...


		

Analog-to-Digital ConversionSpringer, 2010

	A book is like a window that allows you to look into the world. The window is
	shaped by the author and that makes that every window presents a unique view of
	the world. This is certainly true for this book. It is shaped by the topics and the
	projects throughout my career. Even more so, this book reflects my own style of
	working and...


		

Autonomics Development: A Domain-Specific Aspect Language Approach (Autonomic Systems)Springer, 2010

	Distributed applications are difficult to write as programmers need to adhere to specific distributed systems programming conventions and frameworks, which makes distributed systems development complex and error prone and ties the resultant application to the distributed system because the application's code is tangled with the...






		

International Economics: Theory and Policy (International Edition)Addison Wesley, 2002
At the start of the twenty-first century, international aspects of economics remain as important and controversial as ever. In the last decade alone, major currency and Financial crises have rocked industrializing countries from East Asia to Latin America; countries in Europe have given up their national currencies in favor of a common currency,...

		

Autoimmune Diseases in Endocrinology (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2007

	This is a comprehensive and novel text that examines key features that predispose individuals to autoimmune diseases. The first section details the basic mechanism of autoimmunity and examines immunogenetic and environmental factors in autoimmunity. The next section examines autoimmune thyroid disease. The third section takes a look at Type 1...


		

Quantum Magnetism (Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2004
Putting the quantum into magnetism might, at first sight, seem like stating the obvious; the exchange interactions leading to collective magnetic behavior are, after all, a pure quantum effect. Yet, for many phenomena in magnetism this underlying quantum nature may be safely ignored at least on the qualitative level. The investigation of magnetic...
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